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Meeting of Greengairs Community Council 12th February 2019                     

Held in Stanrigg Memorial Hall and Community Centre 

 

Attendees: Maria Donovan, Helen Laird, Anne Coleman, Isabel Clark, 

Bethany Nolan, Lisa Robinson, Isabel Wilson, Ruth McKendrick from 

Community Action Lanarkshire and Adam from Community Links 

Scotland. 

The Chairperson invited Ruth and Adam to introduce themselves and tell 

us a bit about who and what they represent. 

They told us that they were there to help put a community Action plan in 

place for the next 5 years and also they would help and guide us through 

all stages of this.  They suggested a steering group should be appointed 

from different organisations throughout the village.  They also advised 

that they don’t have money to give but can advise how to complete the 

necessary paperwork to obtain grant. 

A questionnaire was completed by attendees at meeting and Adam will 

report the outcome in due course. 

The Chairperson thanked Adam and Ruth for coming along and look 

forward to hearing from them in the future.  They then vacated the 

meeting. 

The Chairperson thanked everyone for coming along to meeting.  

Everyone was asked if they had chance to have a look at minutes from 

previous meeting. 

Minutes proposed as being correct – Helen Laird 

Seconded by Isabel Clark 

Matters arising from minutes 

Insurance – Still waiting on an invoice 

Wall at Wattston – Name has been corrected but still waiting on & sign 

Repairs – Lift repairs have been carried out 
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Any other business: 

Stanrigg memorial centre Refurbishment project - After several 

discussions over the past meetings re project for the village, we the 

community council approve and support the Scottish Landfill Applications 

for the centre.   

This is a much needed project for the community as the centre is in much 

need of refurbishment. The chairperson pointed out that numerous people 

have approached her enquiring why we have never completed the outside 

of the building on the East as it’s in much need of repair.   Due to the 

increase in people using the centre it would be beneficial to have the 

premises painted and decorated internally.  The ground surrounding the 

centre is desperately needing cleaned up.  Having this work done would 

upgrade the premises and make it more welcoming to the public.   

After discussion Greengairs community council members approved Karen 

Moore from KarenMooreBiz consulting to be the lead applicant for the 

WREN funding bid.  The members acknowledged the many years of 

experience that Karen has of successfully delivering Landfill Community 

Funded Projects.  It was recognised by the members that as the WREN 

application is completed online, it would create difficulties to the members 

if Karen was not the Lead Applicant on our behalf.  Therefore she has our 

full approval to be the lead applicant and to sign the completed 

Application for us. 

 

 Next meeting of Community Council to be arranged 

 

                   

 

 

    


